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1 - CHAPTER ONE

Notes from EC: Hello possible reader of this fic! I am the all powerful EC! *lightening blasts in
background* For all people who have never read this fic, and have taken time out of their hectic lives to
read a pointless crappy story written by some one you don't know, I say thank you. Enjoy.
P.S Don't be fooled by how crappy the first couple of chapters may seem. It actually gets better as it
goes along.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Sonic: See? - hic - I told you - hic - Your having fun with us. - hic -

Knuckles: I'm not having fun Sonic. I'm just drunk.

Sonic: *Smiles* Same thing isn't it?

Alana: Knuckles, your hands are so sharp. I mean look at 'um. They're huge!

Knuckles: Shove it, Alana!

Amy: *Giggles* Hi Sonic.

Tails: I agree with Alana, Knuckles. Your hands are huge!

Knuckles: *Angry* Shove it both of you!

Amy: *Giggles again* Hi Sonic.

Sonic: Uh, Hi Amy. Hey Alana, pass me a beer.

Alana: *Passes Sonic a beer*

Amy: *Leans over to kiss Sonic* Sonic-Ah! No way! *Runs put of room.*

Amy: Sonic wait! *Runs after Sonic*

Knuckles: Finally!

Alana: Has anyone seen my slingshot?

Tails: It's in your pocket.

Alana: Shut up, Tails and help me look for my slingshot!

Tails: But it's in your-

Alana: Shut up and help!

Tails: *Sighs*

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

2 - chapter 2

Notes from EC: Okay…for everyone who has decided that the second chapter of my fic was worth
looking at…there's something wrong with you. Just joking. The first couple of chapters are reeeaallly
short. But they're longer (not to mention better) in the later chapters. So…enjoy.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Tails: Hey Alana! I found your slingshot!

Alana: *Snatches slingshot from Tails* Give me that you slingshot thief!

Knuckles: Go away Alana.

Alana: *pretends she's about to shoot Knux with slingshot*

Knuckles: You wouldn't.

Alana: I would.

Knuckles: don't make me come over there.

Alana: Like you would.

Tails: shut up, both of you.

*Sonic runs back in room with lip prints all over his face *

Sonic: It was an assault I tell you!

Alana: looks more like a make out session to me!

Sonic: Shut up Alana.

Alana- why does everyone keep saying that?

*Knuckles has left room do to lack of interest*

silence.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

3 - Chapter 3

Alana: *Has become bored with her slingshot and is now playing with an old soda can* I say that we
vote Sonic off. Just like on Survivor.

Sonic: *stares at Alana; annoyed.*

Alana: What the heck are you staring at? * Throws soda can at Sonic, leaving a scar on his forehead*

Tails: would you two stop it, I'm trying to sleep!

Alana: No you're not. *Throws neglected slingshot at Tails.* You're both lucky that I'm too drunk to knock
some sense into you. I should get Knuckles to do it for me.

Sonic: Knuckles isn't here anymore.

Alana: *Waves finger at him* Don't bore me with your crappy excuses - hic - *passes out*

*Amy comes back into room dragging Knuckles behind her*

Knuckles: What happened to her? *Points at Alana*

Tails: *Shrugs*

Sonic: Who cares?

Amy-*Sits on Sonic's lap*

Sonic: So Knuckles, been tricked by Eggman lately?

Knuckles: shove it-

Alana: *still half unconscious* I said don't bore me with your crappy excuses.

Sonic* Shut up Alana.

Alana-*Regaining consciences* Make me.

Sonic- *Gives Alana the finger*

Knuckles: *Sits there ignoring Sonic and Alana's continuing argument and wonders what it would be like
if he owned a thermal nuclear weapon.*

Tails: Echidnachick, I think it would be best if you ended this chapter because it's about to get ugly.
*Gestures toward Alana and Sonic*

EC: Alright. *ends chapter with her awesome authoress ability*

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

4 - Just dumb

Sonic: *stares at Alana*

Alana: *stares at Sonic*

Sonic: O_O

Alana: O_O

Sonic: *blinks rapidly and rubs forehead* ARRGH!

Alana: *triumphantly* HA! I win little blue dude!

Sonic: all I want to know is how Tails convinced us to have a staring contest instead of beating the living
crap out of each other!

Alana: Tails could probably convince Knuckles the Master Emerald is made of plastic if he set his mind
to it!

Knuckles: THE MASTER EMERALD IS PLASTIC?!?!

Alana: yes

Knuckles: x_x

Tails: Does anyone know why where having this conversation? I sure don't.

Everyone: *shrugs*

Knuckles: you mean I've been down here talking to you idiots for no reason?!

Amy: when you say idiots do you mean Alana?

Knuckles: YES!

Amy: Oh. In that case yes.

Alana: yeah. Why the heck are you wasting your time talking to me? Hey wait a minute!

Tails: *singing*

Everyone: ......

Tails: *singing*

Everyone: ......

….OK. I'm gonna end this chapter now.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

5 - Random crap...

Notes from EC: Dear, God this has to be one of the shortest crappiest chapters yet. Um…enjoy anyway.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

*Silence*

Amy: *dreamy look*

Knuckles: *Angry look*

Sonic: *Drunk look*

Tails: *one big smile look*

Alana: *I've gone off to my own little world and I ain't comin' back till you give me something I want look*

Knuckles: Man, nothing interesting ever happens around here!

*Police come and arrest Alana for she is a danger to society*

Sonic: It's about time.

Tails: *thinking* I wonder what it would be like if I were to kill Amy?

Knuckles: *ticked off* Shut-up Sonic.

Sonic: I didn't say anything.

Knuckles: you want me to come over there?

Sonic: not especially.

Knuckles: good
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

6 - So much YELLING!!

Alana: Okay. I'm back. It's a good thing I always carry this brick around with me!

Sonic: aw crud. Couldn't you find someone else to annoy?

Alana: What's that supposed to mean?

Sonic: It means you're loud, annoying-

Alana: *Beating the crap out of Sonic*

Tails: This got old two chapters ago! EC make them cut it out!

EC: Hey, show offy hedgehog and crazy kitten! Take it outside!

Alana: Come make us!

EC: How dare you talk to me like that?!?! I created you!

Knuckles: Yeah you ungrateful witch! *hits Alana*

Alana: x_x

Amy: I think-

Knuckles: *does same to Amy*

Amy: X_X

Everyone: YAY!

Me: yo! I don't care about Amy but quit knocking my fan characters out!

Tails: WOULD EVERYONE JUST SHUTUP?!?!?!?!?

Eveyone: NO!!!

Me: *yelling at Knuckles*

Tails: *yelling at everyone*

Sonic: *yelling at self*

Random loud voice: Everyone shut your faces!

Everyone: O_O
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

7 - Knuckles got a new toy!

Knuckles: I finally decided what I was put on this earth to do!

Tails: *uninterested* Guard the Master Emerald?

Knuckles: No, well yes, but I have decided to buy an automatic chemical weapon!

Alana: *jumps out of chair* No way man! No way am I going to let blow all that money just so you can
buy something potentially dangerous that would probably kill you and the rest of us!

Knuckles: ='(

Alana: I'll give you one for half that price!

Knuckles: =D *Runs out of room with Alana*

Amy: what a couple of idiots!

Alana: I heard that!

Sonic: Thank goodness she's finally gone!

Amy: yeah! (Starts kissing Sonic against his will)

Tails: I'm still in here you know!

Amy: crap!

Sonic: what do we do now?

Tails: I know! Let's go retile the roof!

All: YEAH!

*A few hours later they return covered in soot and paint*

Sonic: that was the greatest!

Alana: We're back!

Sonic: NOOOOOOOO! *Runs into wall* WAS I PUT ON THIS EARTH TO SUFFER?!

Alana- yes. Now check out Knuckles' new toy!

Knuckles- *walks in with big machine gun* Alana was all out of chemical weapons, so she gave me her
machine gun!

All- NOOOOOOOO! *Run away screaming* AHHHHHHHHHHH!

Knuckles- WHAT?!?!

8 - *insert evil laughter here*

EC: Like I say, when you get bored with your old characters add some new ones. Which is how this
chapter originated? Enjoy.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Knuckles: *polishing gun*

Tails: what do you plan to do with that thing?

Knuckles: you know Tails I've given that a lot of thought.

Sonic: And what have you come up with?

Knuckles: absolutely nothing.

Tails: O.o

Alana: I know! Let's attack Eggman! I'll bring a couple of my guns too and we can all take a shot at him!

Sonic: How many of those things do you have?!

Alana: *shrugs* Dunno, lost count.

Sonic: O_O

Amy: wait! That would be mean! He hasn't attacked anyone lately!

Alana: Or we could shoot Amy!

Amy: uh no lets go with your first plan!

Alana: Then it's settled, were going to Disney World!

O_o

@Eggman's base

Knux: *attacks an army of robots along with Alana and Sonic* Great idea Alana! Gee I never thought I'd
say those three words in one sentence. Alright we're near Eggman's door! Let's go!

All: *run into the door were Eggman is and start shooting*

Alana: YAHOOOOOO!

*Shadow and Rouge suddenly appear outta nowhere*

Rouge: YOU SHOT EGGMAN!!! Cool =D

Shadow: YAY!

Alana: I'm bored again. Now what?

Sonic: *smiles* Hey Shadow, wanna beer?

Shadow: Yeah, sure! ^^

@where ever they were before

Tails: wow! Isn't it great knowing you've made some contribution to society?

Knuckles: No.

Eggman: ...*crying* And I never had any friends in Middle school. They all said I was too maniacal. And
when I was 14 I had braces *sniff* I'M SO GLAD I GOT TO SPEND THIS TIME WITH YOU GUYS!

Sonic: Dude, I thought we shot him!

Shadow: Didn't you know? Eggman's to fat to killed by a bullet. He'll just black out for a few minutes!
Sonic- O_e Dang

Rouge: You look good Knuckles.

Knuckles: I know

Rouge: well isn't there anything you wanna say to me?

Knuckles: Hm,no.

Rouge: *pouts*

9 - This is for you!

Notes from EC: Chaoscollision asked me to put her character Sky in the story. She told me that Sky
liked Shadow and Sonic liked Sky but Sky doesn't really like Sonic that much. Yeah go triangles. This
chapter wasn't very random, it was more of an intro for the next chapter which will be much better.
Fighting, sarcasm, and randomness. And Amy gets what's been coming to her! WEEEEEE! So again
this is more like an intro for whatever chappie comes next! PS yeah I added it already. I have no life XD
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Alana: say it!

Eggman: never!

Alana: *pokes him in head with gun* say it!

Eggman: fine! You will rule the world and I won't!

Alana: there was that so hard?

Eggman: O_e I hate you.

Shadow: this is so boring! Sonic's a fake, Amy obviously annoys everyone and Alana won't shut up!
When will the randomness end?!

Knuckles: when I tell it to.

Alana: okay bye! *click*

Tails: who was that?

Alana: *throws phone across room* Friend. *shifty eyes*

Sonic: no seriously, who was it?

*door opens and blue hedgehog girl steps into wherever they are. (You will find out eventually)*

Shadow/Sonic: SKY!!

Tails: Oh no! Alana! Don't you remember what happened last time?!

*flashback*

Sonic: she's mine!

Shadow: she's mine faker! She likes me better! She said so herself!

Sonic: we'll race! *they run off to china*

Sky: *looking on from safe difference* well I guess I won't see them for awhile.

*End flashback*

Alana: oh yeah! Whoever won that race?

Sonic: I did!

Shadow: No I did you faker!

Sky: break it up would'ya! *walks over and sits next to Shadow*

Shadow: *whispers* see I told you she likes me better!

Sonic: that's it! It's time to take this fight to the battle ring!

All: NOT AGAIN!

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

10 - Rage and yelling and stuff

Amy: Sonic why are going to fight Shadow you love me remember? REMEMBER!

Tails: Really?! Where was I when all this happened!

Alana: Dude, you just got burned by Tails!

Shadow and Sky: *are in the arena and the rest walk in*

Shadow: Alright this battle will decide it all!

Sky: this is pointless...

Alana: just like the rest of this fic!

Eggman: Now I can get rid of that pesky blue hedgehog once and for all! And I won't even have to move
a muscle! MUHAHAhAHAH!

Alana: Dude! No plotting evil revenge in the arena!

Eggman: sorry.

*ding,ding,ding*

Random announcer: The battle will begin in a half hour while these two hedgehogs warm up!

Alana: and don't forget to buy your XXXX large T-shirts! Show your friends you have been to hedgehog
battle!

Knuckles: I'll take one of those!

Alana: here you go! That'll be 8.99! Anyone else! Supplies are limited! Hey! You have to pay for that!

Alana's T-shirt slogan: Frogs R' Fun

O.o

Sky: Do you really think they'll kill each other the way they plan to?

Alana: nah. Sonic's the most spineless person I know! Besides they're both drunk!

Sonic: I hate your guts and I will kill you! And then I'll kill you some more! MUHAHAHAHAHA!

Shadow: Dude! That didn't even make sense! Besides your the one who's going down you faker!

Sonic: quit calling me that!

*ding, ding, ding* Fight start!
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

11 - Location:

Notes from EC: haaallooooooo reader! Guess what? This is the chapter where you get to see what
happens in the fight and you get to find out where they have been hanging out all this time! WEEEEEE!

Um…right have fun with that.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
Shadow: *swings*

Sonic: *swings*

Pause. Silence.

Alana: ummmm. They're both dead?

Sky: *shoots up out of her seat* what the heck?!

Sonic/Shadow: *Lying in the middle of the floor*

Knuckles: what a couple of idiots! They've had too much to drink!!!

*police come in*

Cop: everybody freeze!

Amy: oh crap.

@ questioning

Cop: let me get this straight. They got drunk?

Alana yeah

Cop: and had a fight?

Eggman: obviously

Cop: and you're all drunk?

Alana: yes

Cop: And you all supported them to fight while intoxicated?

Alana: yes! I'll have it tattooed on my forehead! Quit asking the same freaking questions!

Cop: and you decided to do all of this in the police station basement. Why?

Tails: I dunno. It just seemed like a good idea at the time.

Cop: *sigh*

@Jail cell

Eggman: and then I'm going to make this really big robot! Bigger than the rest of them! HAHA! Try to
stop me now Sonic you puny hedgehog!

Alana: Please stop talking, please stop talking...

Sonic: *Lying next to Sky* so baby, you ever kissed a hero? I'm right here baby!

Sky: okay, ew! Would someone get this guy away from me? *goes next to Shadow*

Amy: GET OVER HERE SONIC!

Sonic: *hic* I'll be right back baby.

Amy: *slaps Sonic*

Knuckles: *talking so Rouge* So this bat chick, she's like all following me and junk, But that's not my
vibe, dig?

Rouge: I hate you. Kiss me you idiot.

Alana: please stop talking, please stop talking...
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

12 - Busting out

Notes from EC: I felt inspired by ChaosCollision's version of the story. Read it. It's awesome.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Sky: okay, here's the plan. We want to break out right?

Knuckles: Yes.

Alana: and go back to the police station basement?

Tails: No! That's what got us in trouble in the first place you idiot!

Alana: *pouts* fine!

Sky: okay here's the plan... *whispers*

Awhile later…

Alana: hey. *winks*

Guard: what do you want?

Alana: Oh, I dunno. I got kinda bored. Wanna play a game?

Guard: No.

Alana: Please? It's just a simple game. It won't take more than 2 minutes I promise.

Guard: fine what's the game?

Alana: *holds out bronze coin* heads or tails!

Guard: what?? Are you kidding me?

Alana: C'mon heads I win Tails you lose?

Guard: hold on, I know that trick-!

Alana: Too late! *flips coin in air* tails you lose!

*Portal opens and sucks in guard*

Amy: what was that?!

Alana: flip coin. One of my favorite weapons!

Sky: Go Knuckles!

Knuckles: *punches out bars on door* C'mon before they call in reinforcements!

*they run out*

Tails: *comes along with Tornado* Need a lift?

@Base of the Master Emerald

Knuckles: Why are you all here?!

Sky: Because we can!

Alana: yeah, man. We can! Hey that rhymed!

Rouge: I can't believe you didn't ask for my help in breaking out!

Sky: we didn't need your help!

Alana: man, van, can, tan, fan…

Eggman: would someone shut her up!

Alana: What do you think they've been trying to do since the beginning of this fic?

Knuckles: hey! Where are Sonic and Shadow?

Alana: Oh I sent them out to get pizza!

Tails: you what?!!! They'll beat the living crap out of each other! You know how disagreeable those two
are!

Alana: well duh! If they weren't it wouldn't be any fun!

Sky: Alana, you complete idiot!

*ambulance races by*

Random dude in ambulance: we have an 859362 in progress at the pizza place! We need back up, body
casts and straight jackets! Hurry!

All: *glare at Alana*

Alana: ^_^;;;
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

13 - The aftermath

Notes From EC: HEEEHEEEHAHAHAHA! I was writing this chapter and was almost done with it when
we had a power surge. So I had to start all over so sorry if it sounds a bit rushed.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Sonic: Shadow was already weak from my assault but I couldn't let him live! He had to pay! So I
summoned up all my man power-

Knuckles: you know Sonic that isn't really saying much, and besides we were there.

Alana: yeah, and from what I remember you were lying on the ground begging Shadow for mercy!

Sonic: O_e

Shadow: this is stupid! Hey Sky you want to go get a sundae?

Sky: sure!

Sky + Shadow: *leave*

Rouge: *is staring at the Master Emerald*

Alana: *whispers* Hey Knux, she's looking at the Master Emerald funny.

Knuckles: Hey Rouge stop looking at my emerald!

Rouge: I didn't do nothin'!

Alana: I think she's questioning your authority!

Knuckles: WHAT?!*punches out Rouge*

Rouge: X_X

Alana: NOOOOOOOOOOO! This is the worst thing that could possibly ever happen!

Knuckles: what?? Is the Master Emerald gone!

Sonic: Did Eggman take over the world?

Tails: Did someone wreck the X Tornado!

Alana: We're out of beer!

All: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

@Candy Counter

Shadow: two banana splits sundaes please!

Waitress: Coming right up!

Sky: I wonder what the others are doing.

Shadow: chaos.

Sky: like the chaos emeralds?

Shadow: no. Alana's probably on the war path and Sonic's probably lying there sucking his thumb!

Sky: why??

Shadow: *smirks* I stole all their beer!

@Master Emerald base

Tails: I just don't understand how all that could go that fast!

Knuckles: Yeah, I mean those were brand new unopened packs! We got them right after we got Shadow
and Sonic in Alana's old pick up truck! Remember!

Alana: Yeah!

Sonic: *sucking his thumb* I want my mommy!

Rouge: *wakes up* Oh grow up you big baby!

Sonic: *sniffle*

Shadow + Sky: *arrive*

Shadow: hey what's going on?
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

14 - The great search

Notes from EC: Sorry, it took so long people.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Sonic: *in creepy detective clothes* Alright peoples, listen up! We're going to find that missing-

Alana: Holy crap! What the heck are you wearing?!

Rouge: *dies*

Eggman: NOOOOOOO! It's so ugly! *shoots self*

Amy: O_O You guys be quiet! I love man in uniform!

Knux: Yeah! You two make the perfect couple! Weird, creepy and badly dressed!

Everyone: *laughs*

Sonic: can we just get back on the subject?

Tails: no.

Alana: What was the subject again?

Sonic: the missing beer!

Alana: oh, yeah. *breaks down and cries*

Shadow and Sky: *return*

Sky: what happened to her? *points at Alana*

Tails: she's upset because we lost all the beer.

Shadow: *trying to hold in laughter*

Tails: what are you laughing at?

Shadow: nothing.

Sonic: yeah you are.

Shadow: *laughing harder*

Sonic: you took all the beer didn't you?!

Shadow: so what if I did?

*Sonic and Shadow start fighting-again*

@Master Emerald base

Knux: I'm glad Shadow told us that he hid the beer at Sunny Valley. I have that floaty feeling again. I
think I'm gonna barf.

Alana: If Shadow told us were he hid the beer, then why are Sonic and him still fighting?

Tails: I think they stopped needing a reason back on chapter 8.

Amy: well, I think - X____x

Sky: hey who knocked her out that time?

Knux: dunno, but that God someone did!

Sky: true.

Shadow: *runs up to them* You guys, Sonic dissapeared off the face of the Earth!

Knuckles: Not again!

Sky: It happened before? O.o

Amy: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! Not Sonic! I didn't even get to kiss him goodbye!

Alana: It was better to put him out of his misery.

Sky: hey! I thought you got knocked out!

Amy: So? This is a fic about randomness. I can do whatever I want!

Sky: I need a vacation.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

15 - The attack of Amy Rose!

Notes from EC: You know what? I might actually add a plot line later on in the story! But for now you get
a face full of randomness! XD WEEEE!

Disclaimer: (OMG she FINALLY decided to do one) I don't own Sonic or it's characters. I do however,
own Alana, and I'm selling her for $5! XD
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Alana: *sleeping and drooling* snore snore SLUURP! O_O

Sky: ya know, she actually looks a little bit innocent when she's asleep.

Sonic: yeah. Let's rob her!

*they all jump Alana*

Alana: *still asleep* SLURP! *drool* snore *more drool*

Sky: I got her credit card! ^_^

Knuckles: I got her rifle permit! ^_^

Rouge- I got her boots! ^_^

Sonic- I got her- SHORTS! O.o *shudder*

Alana: *wakes up and sees Sonic holding her shorts* O.o *slaps Sonic* Gimme those!

All: XD

Sonic: X_X

Amy: Oh no! Sonic! You whench blah blah blah yada yada yada so on and so forth...

Sky: O_O *smack* (A/N- I think I got that whole smack idea from ChaosCollision XD)

Shadow: That's my girlfriend right there!

Sky: ^_^

Shadow: do you remember our date last night Sky?

Sky: ^_^

Sonic: *wakes up* Wait a minute- you were on a date last night! You told me you were picking up a roll
of film!

Shadow: we were, they were from our date last week when we told you we were buying cotton candy!

^_____^

Sonic: O_<

A/N: Sorry Shadow fangirls the idea just popped into my head and I couldn't resist!

Tails: well did you get the cotton candy?

Sky: yes.

Alana: well that's all that matters!

Amy: *wakes up* Don't worry Sonic! You'll always have me! ^_^

Sonic: NOOO! Knux, little help here?

Knux: >) Why, she likes you!

Sonic: KNUCKLES! *runs out of room and Amy follows* I'm gonna get you for this Knuckles!

Knuckles: >D

Alana: forget them! Let's go to my house! I've got a basement and cable TV!

Eggman: *who has been- somewhere o_o* And then we can dominate this, cable!

Alana: O_O No but we can channel surf for two hours.

Eggman: that works too.

@Alana's basement

*scary movie is playing on the TV*

Alana: dude, this is my favorite show!

Tails: it's a movie!

Alana: same difference.

Sky: hold up, why is this guy killing everyone?

Alana: same reason EC is writing this fic.

Sky: and what's that?

Alana: no reason whatsoever!

Sky: -_-'

Sonic: KNUCKLES!!

Knux: uh oh o.o

Alana: how did you know we were here.

Sonic: you left a trail of cheese.

Alana: oh -_-' so where is Amy?

Sonic: I lost her! But she attacked me again! It was so awful! I'm going to have nightmares for the rest of
my freaking life! *breaks down and cries like a baby*

Amy: OHH! SONIC!

Sonic: NO! IT'S HAPPENING AGAIN!!!
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

16 - I've Never....

Disclaimer: I don't own Sonic or it's characters. They're copyright the Sonic team. I don't own Sky either.
She is copyright Chaoscollision. YAY! I finally decided to do a disclaimer.

Notes from EC: Okay people there's going to be a new guest in this story so….read. Or something.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Sonic: Help she's trying to kiss me! Make it stop! Make it stop!
Alana: shut up you big baby! We're trying to think of something to do!
Sonic: I know something you can do!
Alana: what's that?
Sonic: help me!
Sky: I've got a better idea!
Tails: what?
Amy: *stops kissing Sonic and listens to Sky*
Sky: let's play I've never!
Alana: I love that game! Isn't that the one where someone counts to a hundred and you go hide and then
when they try to come find you, you jump out of the tree on to them and then they start yelling about not
being able to breath and you have to take them to the hospital? ^_^
Sky: @_@ No. I've never is when you each have an alcoholic drink and someone says that they've
never done a certain thing and if you have then you have to take a sip of your drink.
Shadow: but what if we get drunk?
Tails: We're already drunk!
Shadow: oh yeah. ^_^
Rouge: sounds like fun!

Eggman: lets do it! I will destroy you pesky hedgehog! And then I will control the world!
MUHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!
Alana- EGGMAN! What did we discuss?
Eggman: *pouts* I am not aloud to destroy any characters during this fic, you will rule the world and I will
work at McDonalds and Yu-gi-oh is the best anime/manga on the face of the earth. (A/N- I don't own
Yu-gi-oh either. I feel depressed now...-_-)
Alana: ^_^
>A few minutes later<
Sky: since it was my idea, I go first. I've never loved Sonic.
*Amy and Rouge drinks*
Sonic: you've never loved me?! WAHHHH!
Sky: Rouge, you loved Sonic?
Rouge: What?? I was eight!
Knux: *snickers* Alright I'm going next! I've never blown myself up!
*Alana, Sonic and Eggman drink*
Knux: Sonic?
Sonic: I was in a fight with a robot! I accidentally made it self destruct!
Knux: oooo-kay. Eggman?
Eggman: I'm a genius mad man of course! I did it while building a robot!
Knux: Alana, what's your excuse?
Alana: Would you really like to know that? ^_^
Knux: actually, not really. -_-'
Alana: it's my tu*Cream enters room*
Sonic: Cream!! What are you doing here??

Cream: We got a call from a girl saying there was a party here.
Cheese: chao chao!
Sonic: *growly voice* Alana
Alana- ^^
Sonic: Well any other random characters you want to invite while we're on this topic?
Alana: Yes. Let's invite Julie-su.
Knux: yeah! =D
Rouge- NO! You better not invite her wench!
Alana: fine, we won't invite Julie-su, but Cream and Cheese stay!
Sonic: Fine! Let's get on with the game!
Alana: Right. It was my turn.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~ *~*~*~*~*~*

17 - I've never part II- the battle begins

Disclaimer: Sonic and characters are (c) Sonic Team Sky is (c) Chaoscollision and Alana is (c) me...I
feel so proud ^_^
Please view at own risk: Known to send people through interdimensional vortexes....
The voices in my head are currently...arguing
Random quote of the day: “Imagine...a functional government” ~Bumper Sticker
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Alana: I've never...licked a telephone pole.
Sonic: yes you did, last summer.
Alana: No I kissed that pole not licked it. ^_^
Sonic: -_-;;;;
*Knuckles drinks*
Rouge: KNUCKLES???
Knuckles- uh...it was on a dare?
Shadow: riiight...
Knuckles: Shut up Shadow!
Cream: ooh! Let me go next! I've never taken Sonic as ransom.
*everyone except Sonic, Cream and Cheese drink*
Cream: O___O
Sonic: My favorite was the time Sky held me captive! ^_^
Sky: must you find a way to bring me up in every single freaking conversation? Whatever, okay boys
I've never relied on a girl for help, food, money, so on and so forth.
*nobody drinks*

Alana: WHAT??? All you guy's have relied on girls! *mumbles threats under breath*
Boys: WHAT?? No we haven't! *grumble*
Eggman: actually I agree with Alana on this.
Sonic- you WHAT??
Amy: (who has suddenly appeared out of nowhere...probabaly got knocked out.) Yes you have because
girls are better than guys!
Boys: No way!
*arguing continues...blah blah blah*
Alana: everyone SHUT UP! I know how we can settle this! We'll seperate the girls and the boys and
whichever team comes crawling back first loses.
Sonic: fine! What does the winner get?
Alana: How about $20 each?
Rouge: and a chaos emerald!
Sonic: fine! C'mon boys let's go to my basement!
Eggman: No I'm staying here because I agree with the girls.
Tails: No fair, Eggman's a guy!
Amy: how do you know?
Girls: O_<
Boys: >_O
Eggman: -_-;;;
(A/N- YAY! Funny faces! *shot*)
Boys: fine!
*2 hours later in Sonic's basement*
Sonic and Shadow: I miss Sky!

Tails: I miss Cream!
Knuckles: I miss my gun, it was the best thing that's ever happened to me! T.T
Sonic: Knux, what about Rouge?
Knux: I've made my choice.
*2 hours later in Alana's basement*
Sky: I miss Shadow!
Amy: I miss Sonic!
Rouge: I miss Knuckles!
Cream: I miss Tails!
Alana: I miss my gun! It was the best thing that ever happened to me! T.T
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

18 - Disney World disaster

Disclaimer: I don't own anything except Alana blah blah blah.
Please view at own risk: Do what I say or else!
The voices in my head are currently: dancing.
Random quote of the day: “If a man says something aloud in a forest, and no woman is around to hear
it, is it still wrong?” Bumper Sticker
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
@Alana's basement
Eggman: *standing on a bunch of boxes* I shall rule you all! MUHAHAHAHA!
Alana: This.Is.So.Cool! Look what's on! When good Ping-Pong finalists go bad!
*On TV*
Finalist #1: That was out!
Finalist #2: No it wasn't you fool!
Finalist #1: then we shall do battle!
*start sword fighting with ping pong paddles*
Alana: what did we do before 32 sports channels? ^_^
Sky: I wonder what the normal people are doing?
Normal people: *at work*
@Sonic's basement
Shadow: I wonder what the girls are doing?
Tails: probably something fun.
Knuckles: They're probably at a keg party.

*vision*
Cream: *drunk* you -censored- stupid -censored- Alana. Can't you do anything -censored- right?
Alana: *ignoring Cream and dancing like maniac*
Sky: *killing Amy*
Rouge: *hitting on deejay who looks like Knux*
Eggman: *dead*
*end vision*
Sonic: well, why don't we go to a keg party?!
All: yeah!
@Alana's basement
Sky: what should we do now? We've already hid the remote from Alana and thrown Eggman off the roof.
What else is there to do?
Alana: *suddenly pops out of nowhere* We can go to Disney World!
Rouge: why Disney World?
Alana: because it's my favorite random place!
Sky: okay Disney World it is!
@Disney World
Amy: now what should we ride first?
Cream: the tea cups!
Cheese: chao chao! (A/N- I know Cheese is a guy, but he has to stay with Cream.)
Guy in Mickey Mouse costume: *To Alana* Hi there little girl would you like a hug?
Alana: O_______________________________O AHHHHH! EVIL TALKING MOUSE!
GIMMC: O___O Wha-?
Alana: *takes out gun* Die you!

GIMMC: AHHHHHHHHHH! She's crazy! CRAZY! *runs away*
Random onlookers: o.O
Sky: -_-;
Amy: -_-;
Rouge: -_-;
Cream: -_-;
Cheese: -_-;
Eggman: -_-;
Alana: ^_^
Sky: C'mon you idiot!
Alana: but I want to terrorize more random people! ;_;
Sky: C'mon or I'll show the footage of you at Mardi Graz!
Alana: coming ma'am.
@Keg party
Sonic: *doing very disturbing dance*
Random onlookers: O____O
Shadow: *hitting on girl hedgehog that looks like Sky* So Sky, how ya doin' babes? How bout a kiss?
*nearly falls over*
Hedgehog: who the crap are you?
Shadow: I'm your dreamhog babes.
Hedgehog: O_____O *slaps Shadow*
Knuckles: *threatening couch with gun* Look you! You don't like me and I don't like you! So why don't we
stand up and fight like real men!
Couch: ......
Knuckles: So that's how it's going to be is it? Fine then. Touché.

Tails: *growling at people who dare come near Keg*
Random person in crown: stand back! He's rabonis!
*people run out screaming*
Sonic: *still doing disturbing dance*
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

19 - A misunderstanding

Disclaimer: Not mine!
Please view at own risk: AGHHH! IT BURNS! And it tastes like grapes. ^__^ BUT IT BURNS!!
The voices in my head are currently: dying...slowly and painfully.
Random quote of the day: “Come to the dark side! We have cookies!” ~Bumper Sticker
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
*A few hours after getting kicked out of Disney world, (Yeah, they got kicked out of Disney World! Who
saw that coming?) They went back the basement and Alana got bored and went to the supermarket*
Alana: NOOO! Don't leave me! I've never had a friend like you! You can't just abandon me this way like
everyone else! *sob* Please! You *sob* and I have to be best friends! *sob* Your the best friend I ever
had!
Random guy named Bill who Alana has talked to for less than two minutes: O________O Okay...just let
me pay for these avocados...
Alana: ^_^
@Alana's basement
Sky: How come I have this strange feeling that something random is going to happen in about 5
seconds?
Rouge: something probably will. Just remember to act surprised.
*5 seconds later*
Alana: *bursts into room* you guys! Look at my new best friend! *intros them to Bill* I met him in the
grocery aisle of Wal-mart! ^____^
Amy: Alana, I thought Libra was your best friend!
Alana: she is but she's not in this fic!
Bill: so what are you all doing down here in this ruddy old basement?
Sky: drinking beer and having fun! But mostly drinking beer!

Bill: Alright that could work. =D
@Sonic's basement
Shadow: I can't believe Sky reported me to the police for assault. I'm her boyfriend, how could she report
ME?! *sob*
Sonic: -_-;; Shadow, that wasn'tShadow: AND AFTER ALL WE'VE BEEN THROUGH TOGETHER?!?!?!
*the ever clichéd flashback sequence*
*Shadow and Sky are eating ice cream held by each other*
*Sky is holding hands with Shadow and they are skipping down an old country lane*
*Shadow is hurting Sonic for hitting on Sky*
Sonic: -_-;;
Shadow: WHYYYYY????
Knuckles: Shadow, quit sobbing that girl wasn't Sky!
Shadow: ;_; Yes it was! Quit trying to cheer me up! *runs out of room*
Tails: o_o some people just can't listen to reason.
@Alana's basement
Alana: I just got a call from Shadow!
Bill: who?
Amy: have they decided to surrender?
Alana: no, he wanted to talk to Sky.
Amy: Sky left. She said that she's afraid stupidity may be contagious so she wanted to stay as far away
from you as possible.
Alana: Oh, well that's understandable. *on phone* Sky ain't here. *hangs up*
@Sonic's basement
Sonic: so what did she say Shads?

Shadow: *in sort of trance like thing* Alana said that she wasn't there.
Tails: than we'll call her back later.
Shadow: no you fool! Don't you understand??? Sky told her top say that so she wouldn't have to talk to
me!
Knuckles: Shadow, you don't know that for a factShadow: *passes out*
@Alana's basement
Sky: *enters room* Did anything happen while I was gone?
Rouge: I dunno
Amy: you got a call from Shadow.
Sky: SHADOW?? *has hearts in eyes* *gets phone and calls Shadow*
Knuckles: *answers phone* 'lo?
Sky: is Shadow there?
Knuckles: why is it you people don't say hi anymore?!
Sky: sorry. Hi Knuckles! Can I talk to Shadow?
Knuckles: yeah hold on. SHADOW PICK UP THE PHONE!!! I DON'T WANT ANY OF YOUR -censoredEXCUSES! PICK IT UP!
Shadow: *meekly* 'Lo.
Sky: Shadow!
Shadow: SKY! Where were you! I thought you broke up with me after what happened at that keg party!
Sky: @_@ I didn't go to a keg party...
Shadow: Oh, then it must have been some other girl like Knuckles said, butSky: O____O you were with another girl! Shadow I'm gonna hurt you so bad! *hangs up*
Shadow: mommy.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

20 - World domination!

Disclaimer: You people know what I do and do not own! WHY CAN'T YOU JUST LEAVE ME ALONE!?
Please view at own risk: 10,000 brain cells down, 10,000 to go...
The voices in my head are currently: laughing...at me...
Random quote of the day: “I never have a smart reply to anything, but I have a sarcastic remark to
everything.” ~Alana
Alana: this fic was made possible by all the Shadow and Knux fangirls! God bless America! *dissolves*
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Cream: isn't this great you guys? We're all together, no more fighting no more arguing, no moreKnuckles: hey look at what I found! *holds up taco*
Tails: where did you find that?
Knuckles: under the couch! *takes bite* Still good!
Cream: O____O;;;;
Rouge: yeah! We're all back together, so what? Whoo-pi-friggin-do! What are we supposed to do
anyway?
Sonic: we could continue playing I've never.
Rouge: no that was boring. *shakes fist at sky (no not the character)* Your ideas are stupid EC!
*Lightning bolt shoots down from ceiling and strikes Rouge*
Rouge: I think I'll shut up.
Eggman: Well I think we shouldAlana: *hits Eggman with frying pan* We're not taking over the world! Got it!
Shadow: I think that we shouldAlana: *throws frying pan at Shadow* We ain't doing that either!

*frying pan narrowly misses Shadow*
Shadow: O.O;; I didn't get to finish!
Alana: *holding frying pan threateningly*
Shadow: Okay, I'm done.
Knuckles: You're all wrong! We should see how long it takes to set Alana's hair on fire!
Sky: we did that last week.
Knuckles: Oh yeah.
Alana: I have an idea!
Knuckles: no you don't.
Alana: yes I do!
Knux: no you don't!
Alana: well, you're right, I don't.
Knux: ><;;;
20 minutes later:
Eggman: *filing Alana's nails* Are sure giving you a manicure will ensure that I rule the world?
Alana: er, yes.
Eggman: Are you sure that when ruling the world I'll get a free chicken every month?
Alana: positive.
Sky: this is not going to get anymore interesting. Continue skipping ahead.
A half and hour later:
Shadow: looking around. Has anyone else noticed the fact that Alana and Eggman are gone?
Sonic: no.
Shadow: I don't think that you get my drift. ALANA and EGGMAN are gone.
Sonic: 00;; Are suggesting that-?

Shadow: no! I mean that they are both psychos who want to rule the world! What good can come of this!
Sonic: I dunno. Wanna beer?
@ Some place looking over station square.
Alana: And then they pulled out her brain and placed it in the experimental jar.
Eggman: And then what happened?
Alana: they disposed of her body in the crematorium.
Eggman: And then what happened?
Alana: And then- Oh we're here.
Eggman: but what happened to the evil scientists?!
Alana: you'll never know.
Eggman: whatever. Did you pack the supplies?
Alana: let's get out the checklist shall we?
Illegal weapons- [X]
Lip gloss- [X]
Switchblade- [X]
Flying mobile- [X]
Army of evil robots- [X]
Eggman: why do we need lip gloss to take over the world?
Alana: you must always look your best when conquering the earth, Maybe that's why you've never
managed too? Have you ever considered plastic surgery?
Eggman: -_-;
Alana: I thought not. Now how should we go about doing it?
Eggman: how about we take the flying mobile and demand they let us rule them?
Alana: no that plan sucks. I say that we take the flyer over there and demand world conquest?

Eggman: you just paraphrased what I said.
Alana: shut-up and get in the flyer.
Eggman: T_T You're mean.
Alana: I try.
So they fly away into Station Square. But before we get to that:
@ Alana's basement
Sky: okay, if I were one of two psycho maniacs where would I go?
Knuckles: Ooh! I know! To take over the world!
Sky: -_- Okay. So I think that we've already established they're somewhere in 'the world.' Any thing
else?
Knuckles: they couldn't have gotten far?
Sky: wrong.
Knuckles: they can't do any major damage.
Sky: wrong.
Knuckles: O_@
@Station Square
Alana: I wanna announce it!
Eggman: no it was my idea!
Alana: what the crap are you talking about? It was MY idea!
Random person on the ground: would you just get on with it??
Alana: *snatches mega phone from Eggman* >P People of Station Square! We are now the rulers of this
world! Got that?
Other random person on the ground: -censored- No way are we handing over the city to you two
psychos!
Alana: O_< *jumps up and pulls out illegal weapon* Would you like to rephrase that?

Guy on ground: Uh, All hail the new rulers?
Alana- that's what I thought you said. Now get me a cell phone!
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Just thought I'd do something fun. Mer. Who wants to try to guess how this will turn out?

21 - Sky gets busted and "The Rules"

Disclaimer: *holds up wrench* How many times are you going to ask me that question?! I don't own any
of these characters except Alana.
Please view at own risk: We already have enough psycho people in this world!
The voices in my head are currently: plotting revenge on teddy bears.
Random quote of the day: "On Friday night I sit around watch TV and look forward to the weekend." ~
Alana (me)
"That's what you do every night." ~ Dudebob
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Alana: *on the cell phone* Hey Sky! Guess what! No you have to guess! Just guess! No, wrong. Try
again. Oh c'mon! Don't give up that easily!
*suddenly Bill walks by* (A/N- you remember? Bill? Alana met him in the super market and made him be
her best friend? I guess he was somewhere else in the last chapter)
Bill: Alana...?
Alana: hi Bill! Guess what!
Bill: I don't know. What?
Alana: No! You gotta guess!
Bill: I really don't know!
Alana: fine! You quitters! * puts cell phone to ear and yells* Me and Eggman took over Station Square!
Sky/Bill: WHAT???
Sky: you two morons finally succeeded in taking over the town??
Bill: Alana, is your grammar really that bad???
Alana: yes to both those questions!
@Somewhere...else

Eggman: And I want access to all the banks and major businesses! HAHA! And where's that monthly
chicken Alana promised me?
@back to Alana's basement
Shadow: you mean they actually took over the town?!
Sky: Shadow, you've asked me that eight times already! And the answer hasn't changed!
Shadow- oh, right. So they ACTUALLY took over the town?!!
Sky: O_< Let's just go! *walks outside to her car which is a {insert CC's fav car here} but realizes she
forgot her keys* >_O And where are those morons! *walks back inside...and they are all drunk again*
Sonic: hey! There was a hedgehog in here that looked just like you a minute ago!
Sky: >_<
Shadow: THEY ACTUALLY TOOK OVER THE TOWN!?!?!
@Hovering over Station Square
Alana: *applying lip gloss* ...now I know my ABC's. Next time won't you sing with me?
Eggman: you truly are bored aren't you?
Alana: yes. Yes I am.
Eggman: wanna go make rules for the city?
Alana: yes very much so...*evil cackling occurs in head*
Eggman: *in head* A B C D E F G...
@intersection near Station Square
Sky: But officer you have to believe me! I'm not drunk! They are-*points to rest of Sonic peeps*
The Sonic peeps: He sees you when you're sleeping! He knows when you're awake! He knowsOfficer: I have to make some tests to make sure you're not DUI. As for these people, well, we should just
leave them here a while.
@City hall
Alana: Rule #242: All mental patients are to be released.

Rule #243: Knuckles is not aloud contact with the outside world.
Rule #244: Fights between Sonic and Shadow are encouraged but any interference from Sky is strictly
forbidden...
Eggman: *looking through books and documents and stuff* I still don't see anything about a free chicken
Alana! Where is my free chicken?!
Alana: it died.
@Police Station
Sky: okay what is it you would like me to do for you officer?
Lt. Fryers: Hey, wait a minute do I know you from somewhere?
Sky: uhhh...
Sgt. Sanders: and don't we know the new ruler girl from somewhere? *holds up picture of Alana*
Sky: you probably know her from Station Square's most wanted. Where did you get that pic anyway?
Sgt. Sanders: *throws 34 pound file on table* From her file.
Lt. Fryers: Hey! Now I recognize you! Your one of those hooligans that was getting drunk in the
basement earlier! And you sent one of my best guards to another dimension!
Sky: actually Alana sent him to another dimensionSgt. Sanders: hold on! You have the right to remain silent!
@ City Hall
Alana: Rule #316: extraterrestrials are only aloud within the city limits
Rule #317: Cream is now aloud to be so nice
Eggman: Hey! Alana! Phone for you!
Alana: this better be good! It's disrupted my rule making!
Sky: *on other end of phone* Alana! Thank God! Listen, the police are only allowing me one phone call
so listen closely- *line is cut off
Alana: hello Sky? Sky?

Eggman: who was it?
Alana: It was- umm...I dunno. O__O
Eggman: -_@Jail
Sky: I can't believe she hung up! I'm going to ring her neck dry!
Random hedgie sitting in corner: who are you and what are you talking about?
Sky: My 'friend' Alana wouldn't come bail me out!
Crystal (Random hedgie): You mean the new ruler? She's the best psycho freak bent on taking over the
world ever!
Sky: 0.o
@ City Hall
Alana: I've finally completed all 10967 laws! Now what?
Eggman: ...how should I know?

22 - Three new phsycos

Disclaimer: I don't own nothing except Alana. So don't sue me. You wouldn't get much. O__O All three
new characters © their respectable owners. (Like I'll tell you who they are :B)
Please view at own risk: Contains dangerously high levels of insanity, randomness and cheese.
The voices in my head are currently: drooling
Random quote of the day: “You crazy bum!” ~My best friend
Alana's current mood: I hate myself. But I hate you more.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Last time in this stupid fic: Alana and Eggman got so bored they created new “Rules” for the city. Sky
went to prison, and attempted to call Alana but Alana hang up on her and Sky got really mad. The rest of
them are somewhere drunk in the middle of the road.
Sky's Official list of Alana torture
*Set her tail on fire like a fuse and see if she explodes.
* Replace her snack cakes with bricks.
* Rip out her hair and feed it to her.
* Force feed her cheese.
* Steal her gun and hide it.
* Seahorses
Sky: *looks over list* Okay, all of these would be good choices if I could just figure out how to get out of
here.
*sudden spontaneous explosion can be heard in the background*
Sky: O_O
*Green hedgehog enters room holding gun and looking very intimidating*
Sky: O_O
Green Hedgie: Alright! You let Sky go or I'll...shoot you!

Guard #1: *nonchalantly* and what relation do you have to her?
Green Hedgehog: Um…I'm her brother.
Guard #2: Alright Sky, you're free to go. *unlocks jail cell*
Sky: *bursts into tears* HEATH!! *kisses Heath passionately for like, 5 minutes*
Sky and Heath: *walk out*
Guard #1: That is one weird family.
Guard #2: agreed.
@ City Hall
Alana: So, in conclusion, you really don't have any freedom unless I say so.
Random guy in crown: THESE NEW RULES SUCK!
Alana: *pulls out gun* Would you like to rephrase that?
RGINC: O__O *screams and runs away*
Alana: I thought so.
Eggman: I'm bored! Can we stop for ice cream?
Alana: patience Eggman. We still have someone we need to wait for.
Eggman: you invited someone else? This has to be like the fifth person.
Alana: but it was absolutely necessary. *nods reassuringly*
@ Random street on the interstate
Cream: has anyone else noticed that Sky's gone?
Amy: who now?
Shadow: Don't worry I have her right here. *holds up Sonic's arm*
Sonic: dude, I'm not Sky! Let go of my arm!
Shadow: you're so sexy when you say things like that! *jumps on Sonic and kisses him passionately*

Tails: O_O …right. That's sincerely disturbing. I thought I saw her walk off with some guy. But I think the
guy was gay. He was wearing very tight blue jeans and was with another dude.
Shadow: *finishes kissing Sonic* That was the greatest! I love you, Sky!
Sonic: I love you too.
@ Candy Counter
Alana: *checks watch repeatedly* Where is she! She's totally late! *Takes off watch and throws it at
Eggman*
Eggman: *clonk* Owie! T_T
*little jingle bell sound can be heard in background as someone enters room*
May: (Ivy's character ^^) Sorry I'm late. THIS *points behind back* attached onto my leg, and wouldn't let
go until I agreed to let him come with me.
Person who was behind May's back: *steps out and waves*
Alana: JAKE?!?!? Oh, God this is wrong…
Jake: Hi Alana! *runs up and gives Alana BIG hug.* (AN: awww >D)
Eggman: *with mouth half full* Who if fat guy? (Translation- “who is that guy?”)
Alana: evil…
Jake: ^_^ Don't worry she knows she loves me!
Eggman: o_o
May: o_o
Alana: T_T Why me?
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Yes, those were the three new characters. And you will be seeing more of them in the next chapter. *evil
music plays in background*

23 - Chapter concerning KFC

Disclaimer: I'm running out of sarcastic disclaimers…I don't own any characters except Alana and Jake.
Or KFC….
Please view at own risk: people hate me…
The voices in my head are currently: attempting world conquest
Random quote of the day: “Dude you have serious problems.” ~Me “They're not PROBLEMS! They're
ISSUES! Problems can be resolved, issues can't! So don't call them problems.”~ One of my friends from
school
Alana's current mood: guilty, and craving KFC.
Notes from EC- To Lara (Elvira): I'm sorry dude. I promise I'll make it up to you somehow. *hugs and
gives life size ElviraXHeath plush.*
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
@ City Hall
All: *bored and trying to find various ways to entertain themselves*
Eggman: *laying on couch and counting holes in ceiling* Has anyone ever noticed how abnormally
skinny Alana is?
Jake: *is staring at Alana* it's because EC's so fat. So she made Alana skinny.
EC: *throws shoe at Jake* No addressing the author in the fic! Or the author's fitness level!
Jake: O_O Yes ma'am.
Alana: do you think that I'm not getting enough KFC in my diet?
May: what are you talking about? You ate KFC for breakfast the last three days.
Alana: *chewing on chicken leg* I don't see where you're going with this.
May: that's because you're intelligence level is plummeting even as we speak.
Alana: sheesh, I could've told you that.

@Random Interstate outside Station Square
Sky: *steps beside car with Heath linked to her arm*
Sonic + Shadow: *making out furiously* (A/N I ain't a yaoi supporter, this is just how severely drunk they
are. No offence to any yaoi supporters, I just don't support them.)
Sky: O___O I guess you've found someone else on your own.
Shadow: Sky? Hey, wait, if you're here. Who have I been making out with all this time? *jumps out of car
and runs toward Sky*
Sonic: Wait! This is it? After all we've been through? You're just going to leave me here?!
Sky: *sidesteps Shadow's running hug sending him hurtling into a wall* Sorry Shadow but we're
through.
Shadow: Th-th-through? We can't be through! You and I were meant for each other! I even carved our
names into Knuckles' gun!
Sky: sorry Shadow but you're too drunk and Heath is sexy.
Shadow: But I can change! I'm actually sort of sane when I'm sober! You have to take me back!
PLEASE!
Sky: sorry, dude.
Shadow: *slinks sadly back to car*
Sonic: *puts arm around Shadow* You still have me.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Okay short chapter. Sue me.

24 - CC'S BACK YA'LL! *pounce*

Disclaimer: I do not own any characters except Alana and Jake. I do not own yogurt either, it is © the
genius of Dr. Yogurt.
Please view at own risk: rated PG-13 for sexy hedgehogs with cable access.
The voices in my head are currently: attempting to be seductive.
Alana's current mood: is FOOD a mood?
Random quote of the day: “Before you criticize someone, try to walk a mile in their shoes. That way,
when you criticize them, you'll be a mile away and you'll have their shoes.”
Notes from EC: Yes CC's back! L1K3 OMG 1 D1DN4 TH1NK 1T W4S P0$$1BL3!!!111oneone *hit with
brick* But I don't think she's with Heath anymore. O_o So, Heath is not going with anyone in this fanfic at
the moment. So…yeah.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~~*~*~*~*~**~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Alana, May and Jake: *drinking beer and eating yogurt*
Eggman: *comes into room and sees them* What are you three doing?! I thought I told you to send the
new rules down to the police!
Alana, Jake and May: Meh.
Eggman: How can you say that? We rule Station square! It is up to us to make sure the new rules are
enforced! Do you want to live in a town full of mayhem and mass destruction?!
Alana: that sounds fun.
May: maybe we should make it a rule.
Eggman: how can you make it a rule when you can't even get off your butts long enough to enforce the
rules you have now?
Jake: Our psycho, drunk and mentally damaged minds will come up something.
Eggman: -_- Well do it quickly. Okay?
@Random highway

Sky: *is now like t0t4lly humanized :O* *driving rest home while they sing their “emotional” version of
`You are my sunshine'*
Heath: Are they always this…drunk?
Sky: No.
Heath: Well that's good, I guess.
Sky: They're usually drunker.
Heath: O_O Is there such a thing?
@Town Hall
Alana: People of Station Square! I am your ruler, Alana! You must obey me, or face the dyer
consequences!
May: Dude, if you want to make an announcement to people who care, why don't you call a town
meeting?
*Eggman bursts into the room unannounced*
Eggman: ALANA! You have not been enforcing the new rules! Do you have ANY idea what's going on
out there? No, of course you don't because YOU can't get off your lazy butt long enough to check!
Jake: …well, what's going on?
Eggman: People are HAPPY! They're going about their everyday lives as if they aren't being ruled by a
bunch of psychopaths bent on world domination!
Alana: *stands up* Well we can't let that happen can we?!
Jake and May: No!
45 minutes later
Alana: ladies and gentleman. And Jake. We are here to start enforcing the rules that we have applied to
this city. Anyone caught disobeying the rules will have to answer to my personal army of genetically
altered Garfield Chao! Now, chao, fetch me the rule book!
*Garfield chao comes back carrying 25 pound book*
Alana: For all you miserable freaks who have forgotten `The Rules', let's go over them shall we. ^_^
@Alana's basement (again)

Shadow: Man, that new leader's harsh.
Tails: Yeah. I could have sworn she said something about required tattooing and de-lousing.
Sonic: I dunno. She's kind of hot.
Heath: Maybe you shouldn't have veered off the highway trying to hit all those squirrels.
Sonic: Hey! Don't question the motives of the Speed Squad!
Heath: o.o' The Speed Squad?
Sonic: *puts arm around Shadows shoulder* That's right! The Speed Squad!
@City Hall
*floor is littered with empty beer cans*
Alana: See, Eggy I told you we were in control of this city.
Eggman: I guess you're right. I shouldn't have doubted you.
May: So what should we do now?
Jake: You guys hold her. And I'll give her the greatest moment of her life! Get your lip gloss ready Lana!
Alana: Dude, you're weird. And you won't even think of kissing me if you like having hair, freak.
Jake: well, if bald guys turn you on. ^_~
Alana: *throws beer can at him*
Jake: X_X
May: HEY! I wanted to do that. ;_;
Alana: ….sorry.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Oh, and did I mention! CC's back!

25 - 25th chapter madness
Disclaimer: The only characters I own here are Alana and Jake. The rest are © their respectable owners.
The city Station Square however, is now owned by May, Eggman, Jake and Alana. God help us all….
Please view at own risk: that guy told me to tell you that.
The voices in my head are currently: eating.
Alana’s current mood is: One of those rare moments when I feel smart.
Random quote of the day: “I’m not supposed to mention poo…OH GOD WHAT HAVE I DONE?!?”
–Chris (Family Guy)
Notes from EC: CC has given me one of her human (well vampire) charries to have fun with. >=) Don’t
worry, I won’t hurt Haven (her awesome vampy) but I will force him to consume excessive amounts of
alcohol. I’ve always wanted to see what a vampire would be like drunk…. ^_~
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
@ City Hall
Eggman: *walking down the hall*
Alana: *runs toward Eggman and grabs him from behind* Eggman!
Eggman: Wha-? What? *looks at Alana* EEP! Did I do something bad?
Alana: Not that I know of. I was just thinking about what you said about me not being responsible and
needing to enforce the rules.
Eggman: …and…?
Alana: I have invited someone to help me cure the problem! He can be our new best friend!
Eggman: You – You *keels over*
Alana: Eggman? Eggy? Heeeellllooo…? ….Uh oh.
@Alana’s basement
Sky: *carrying mace, and several two by fours*
Amy: Where in the world are you going?

Sky: To City hall….
Amy: Why?
Sky: I have a little unfinished business to take care of with Alana….
*Knuckles comes into the room*
Knuckles: Have any of you realized that Sonic, Shadow and Heath have been gone for almost three
hours? I might be severely drunk but I think I have enough sense left to know that no good can come of
this. Hey, Sky where are you going with the weapons?
Sky: …Alana…..
Knuckles: OoO Really? Can I come?
Sky: Why?
Knuckles: let’s just say I have something I’ve been meaning to pay her back for….
*Flashback to about two years ago @ the police basement*
Knuckles: *Eating burrito*
*cell phone rings*
Sonic: Knuckles, go get it.
Knuckles: *grumbles* Fine… *Sets burrito on the couch*
Alana: *picks up burrito and eats it*
*End flashback*
Knuckles: *shudder* I never got over that day.
Sky: Sure, you can come. Any one else?
Amy: I just wonder where the dudes went.
@ Speeding down the highway
All: *Drunk. Like, drunk up to the point that only fanchars can get to without dying from alcohol
poisoning*
*all are hugging and swinging cans of beer over head like they are some kind of trophies for an amazing
accomplishment*

*singing* SPEED TEAM! SPEED TEAM. WE’RE FASTER THAN YOU! SPEED TEAM SPEED
TEAM…em…something something something.
Heath: *holds guns high in air and shoots holes into car roof*
Sonic: You know I’ve never told you guys…but you’re the best friends a dude can have! Group hug!
Heath: No, dude, we don’t do that.
Sonic: *sniff* I still love you guys.
@City hall
Eggman: *lying on desk*
Desk: *creaking under all the weight*
Jake: O.O What did you do to him?
Alana: You know, the usual.
May: Don’t worry, I’ve got it covered. *opens cans of beer and pours them down Eggman’s throat*
Jake: Are you sure that’s helping?
May: ARE YOU QUESTIONING ME?!
Jake: O.O ..n-no.
May: Good. *slaps Eggman* WAKE UP! Wake up before I kill you!
Eggman: *wakes up* I had a terrible dream! I dreamt that I was being tortured by a demented kitten! And
there was this guy…and then someone was treatening to kill me and- *looks around room and curls up in
the fetal position* *whimper* make it stop.
Alana: Don’t worry Eggman, our new friend will be here soon.
*Suddenly door opens and CCs sexeh vampy dude is standing there. His name’s Haven by the way. I
don’t feel clever enough to add it into normal dialogue*
Haven: Is this the place of the grand rulers of Station Square?
Eggman: *looks at Haven and passes out again*
Alana: Yep that’s us.

Haven: I was told to come here by a girl who said to me ‘I know who you are and why you love
pigeons.’
May: *polishing gun* Well, we can’t promise you pigeons. But we do rule Station Square. And we have
beer.
Haven: *points at Eggman* You do know that guy’s dead right?
May: He’s just being a drama queen.
*suddenly a crash is heard somewhere from behind. Sky, Knuckles and a dude named Bob are standing
in the door way holding two by fours*
Sky: Alright Alana, this is payback for what you did to me a few chapters ago!
Knuckles: And that time you ate my burrito!
Bob: I’m just here to sweep the floors.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

26 - When Good Psychpaths Go BAD

Disclaimer: Sonic cast © The Sonic Team
Sky and Haven © Sakura_Sky (CC)
May © Ivy Hedgehog
Heath © RogueClawdite (RC)
Alana and Jake © Me
I finally did a real disclaimer. Are you people happy now? XO

Please view at own risk: You did the read the beginning of this fic right? If so you know why.

The voices in my head are currently: Deceased (For now)

Alana's current mood is: That fuzzy about-to-throw-up feeling you get after eating three pounds of
chocolate.

Random quote of the Day: “Life's short. Party naked.” ~Bumper sticker

Notes from EC: Yes, this chapter is short. And crappy. And not as weird as usual. But…the next one will
be better I promise.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Alana: NO! *runs and hides in corner* Jake take their blows for me! *shoves Jake in front of Knuckles

and Sky*

Jake: o.o eep.

Sky: *swings mace threateningly at Jake*

Jake: ACH! *runs and hides in corner beside Alana*

Alana: -_- You suck dude.

Eggman: *who has now recovered from last chapter* I have an idea. How about instead of Sky and
Knuckles killing Alana and Jake (as entertaining as that might be) why don't we all just rule Station
Square together?

Knuckles: But what about my burrito?

Sky: Would you shut up about your freaking burrito?

Sky: *grumble* Yeah okay, that's fine. *throws mace out window causing a passing pedestrian to get a
concussion* Knuckles go call everyone and tell them to come to City Hall. And tell them to bring the beer
too.

Knuckles: Fine. *walks off into next room*

Eggman: well, since no one's getting killed I'm going to go take a shower.

Alana: AND NOW: Introductions! Sky, Knuckles, this is May, Ivy's character.

May: What's up?

Alana: And this is Jake, also created by EC. He's the most annoying person on earth so feel free to take
a few swings at him.

Jake: o_o

Alana: And this is Haven!!! He's the newest addition to this fic.

Sky: Yes, Alana I know who he is, we were invented by the same person.

Haven: So what am I here for?

May: You're here to have fun! *hands him beer* Here, drink this!

Knuckles: I'm back and the rest of them (`the rest of them' being um…Amy, Rouge, Cream & Cheese,
Tails, Sonic, Shadow and Heath) but I couldn't get a hold of Sonic, Shadow, and Heath.

Sky: Amy said that they left. I wonder where they went…?

@ Random Bar

Heath: HEY! Bartender person! *holds keg out* my friends and I need a refill!

Bartender: I'm sorry but the legal age is 21. And I know that you three aren't 21.

Shadow: WHAT?!?! HOW DARE YOU QUESTION THE SPEED TEAM!

Bartender: O_O …the Speed Team?

Heath: That's right! Speed Team! Get him!

Bartender: Oh no.

@Back at City Hall

Tails: Okay, we're here and we're ready to rule the city! We got all the beer we could carry.

*Cream, Tails, Amy and Rouge come in carrying a keg each. Cheese is carrying a six pack.*

May: It's about freaking time! I was starting to get sober!

Eggman: *walking out of bathroom with nothing on but a towel*

Haven: Agh! Geez, dude, put some clothes on!

Eggman: And what if I don't want to?

All: O_O

May: Would you like this mace to be permanently implanted in your stomach?

Eggman: O_< Fine. *walks into next room*

@ Random Bar again

*Bartender is tied up and put in back seat*

Heath: Okay, I got all the beer I could manage.

Bartender: The police will find you I assure you!

Sonic: The police cannot catch the Speed Team! The Speed Team are too fast and too smart! The
Speed Team will never be caught! *begins to foam at mouth*

Shadow: Calm down dude.

Sonic: *stops foaming* Sorry.

Bartender: You're all insane!

Heath: *loading beer into trunk* Yeah, we know *closes trunk and gets into car* Now we're off! *drives
away*

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

27 - How To Conquer The World In Five Easy Steps

Disclaimer: All Sonic characters are © The Sonic Team, May is © Ivy Hedgehog, Sky and Haven are ©
Sakura_ Sky (Chaoscollision) Heath is © RogueClawdite and Alana and Jake are © me. The story and
all that jazz are © me too. So no stealing, you bums make your own random story. -.- *takes out shovel*

Please view at own risk: Side effects include insanity, thoughts of world domination and sugar addiction.

Alana's Current Mood is: Bored

Random Quote of the Day: “I'm not European. I don't plan on being European. So who gives a crap if
their socialists? They could be fascist anarchists; it still doesn't change the fact that I don't own a car.”
~Ferris

Notes from EC: Alana: Please, let it be known, that EC attempted to write most of this chapter one
Sunday morning, and normally EC isn't the kind of person, that like, says funny things, or smiles, or talks
or moves during the mornings. She's more like a hood ornament. (Well…a computer hood ornament.)
So…yeah…good for her….
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~

In the last chapter: Some things happened….yeah.

@The next morning

Alana: *whacking everyone with one of the all loved two-by-fours* Wake up! Wake up all of you!

Haven: What? Why are you awake? How are you not hung over?

Alana: Years of practice. u_u

Haven: Even after last night?

*flashback to last night*

*All are hanging out on top of City Hall holding two-by-fours, beer and paint ball guns*

All: *singing with extremely slurred voices* Weeee arre the chaaaaaaampiiooooons myyy friiieendsss!
Aaaand weeee wiiiiillll keeeep on fiiiightiing tiilll theee eeend! Weeeee arre theee chaaaampions! Weeee
arrrrre theee chaaaampions! Noooo tiiime fooor loooseeeers beecaaause weee aaarre theeee
chaaaaaaaaampiiiiiiioooooooonssss!

Passing pedestrians: O.O

Alana: *stands up and holds up beer bottle like a trophy* People of Station Square, I am your ruler,
Alana! And I just want you to know that I love you all! *hic* *passes out and falls onto sidewalk in front of
crowd*

Person in Crowd: *pokes Alana with foot* I think she's dead!

Knuckles: *Jumps up* Yes! Finally!

Alana: *in muffled, slurred voice* I command you to bring me another beer*

Knuckles: *sits back down* Darn!

*End Flashback*

Knuckles: O.O THAT'S what happened last night?! I could have sworn there was a blowtorch involved
somewhere in there!

Alana: Well, while Knuckles tries to remember, why don't I present you with THIS! *holds up large piece
of rolled up paper*

Haven: And what exactly would that BE?

Alana: *Throws it onto conveniently placed table where it unfurls* Plans for world conquest!!

@Somewhere in the middle of the highway

Shadow: Oh…my…gawd, I am soooo hung over. Which also means I'm sober. Someone throw me a beer.

Bar Tender (Who I have decided to name Frank): Here you go. *hands Shadow beer*

Shadow: Thanks. *drink beer*

Frank: You know, I thought it would kind of suck to be kidnapped by a bunch of drunk hedgehogs, but
you know, this experience is actually sort of fun.

Shadow: True that.

Heath: *head pops out from back seat of the car* Would you SHUT UP? Where am I? Who are you
people? How do you know where I live? I…I…uhhh…*passes out*

Shadow: At least we know who isn't driving.

@City Hall

Knuckles: What do you mean `plans for world conquest'? You can't even keep this city in order!

Eggman: That's exactly what I told her.

Haven: Shut up Fat Man! If I may ask, what's in it for us?

Alana: Good question Haven! And you guys will get to rule the world with me! Except for Jake because I
hate him.

Jake: Nonsense! *hugs her happily*

Alana: *gritting teeth* Someone…get me the shovel…

@Random Highway

Sonic: Okay everybody, back in the car! SHADOW! Quit bathing in the mud!

Heath: Has anyone else been wondering what the others are up to?

Shadow: No.

Heath: But what if they're doing something cool without us?

Sonic: Come off it. Since when have THEY ever done anything cool?

@City Hall

Alana: So it is decided! Out plan for world conquest will commence tomorrow at sundown!
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
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